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No other media can match the
direct impact of vehicle graphics on
your captive target audience.

Available for all types of vehicles and trailers

A wide range of options to suit any budget

A highly visible and effective form of advertising

Works 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year

Experienced designers and expert installers

Highest quality materials and workmanship

If you drive, and we all do, you'll notice more vehicles 
on the road carrying graphics that relay a brand or 
message about the business they belong to. It's not 
just big companies that advertise on their vehicles -
all types of businesses can benefit from adding your 
advertising and branding message to their vehicles. 
Whether you’re a contractor, real estate agent, 
health care provider, cab company, attorney or dry 
cleaner - having compelling graphics on your vehicle 
that drive sales is one of the most cost effective 
means of advertising available today.

No other media can match the direct impact of 
vehicle graphics on your captive target audience. 
Your vehicle most likely travels in the region where 
you do the majority of your business. Drawing 
customers in is simple when you reach them with a 
strong message about what you do. You’ve already 
invested in a vehicle to deliver your goods and 
services to your client. Why not turn it into a mobile 
billboard?  The design team at Timely Signs can help.

There are a wide variety of options available for 
branding any vehicle - from simple text on the doors
of a pickup to a full-coverage wrap applied to all 
surfaces of a van with bright, colorful photographic 
images. However, it’s more than just covering a truck 
with decals - the most critical part of any vehicle 
graphics project is to create a clear and effective 
message. Timely Signs is dedicated to creating 

visually compelling graphics, printing using state 
of the art technology on the best quality 

materials and installing them with 
experienced technicians with 
know-how to get the job done 
right. We’re here to help you 
every step of the way. 
Call us today. We can help you 
determine what graphic 
solution fits your business and 
your budget.



The average delivery truck generates

    16 million visual impressions
                         in a single year. Source: American Trucking Association
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